In collaboration with WHO WPRO Safe & Affordable Surgery Group and the WHO Academy

PRIZE FOR THE BEST SIMULATOR SPONSORED BY MONASH CHILDREN’S SIMULATION

eoSim advanced laparoscopic simulator with instruments and tasks

(Tab	et not included)

https://www.eosurgical.com

GLOBAL INITIATIVE FOR CHILDREN’S SURGERY CONFERENCE MANILA PHILLIPINES 25-26TH FEB 2024

RULES:
Must be low cost, composed of readily available materials in a low resource setting, able to used in any setting, children’s surgery, anaesthesia, perioperative care focused, and achieve its learning objectives with the task completion

Please submit your simulator in the following attached format to: Prof Ram Nataraja, natarajar@who.int
Low-Cost Paediatric Surgical Simulator Innovation Competition

Submission Requirements:

1. Title of Simulation Project.
2. Name and affiliation of team members with contact details.
3. Brief Description of Simulator including components (500 – 1000 words).
4. Description of use and existing data on effectiveness.
5. Cost of simulator (USD).
6. Photo of simulator (components) or video.

Submission by video is also acceptable

Submission Deadline 5th January 2024

YOU WILL BE REQUIRED TO PRESENT YOUR SIMULATOR AT THE GICS CONFERENCE WHERE THERE WILL BE A SCORING PANEL OF JUDGES FOR THE PRIZE!

GLOBAL INITIATIVE FOR CHILDREN’S SURGERY
CONFERENCE
MANILA PHILLIPINES
25-26TH FEB
2024